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Abstract 
Braga-Goodenough all-solid-state Na-Fc and Li-MnO2 batteries demonstrate deposition 
of Na and Li on the cathode during discharge. These reaction mechanisms were 
investigated in light of the generalized charge neutrality level and the experimental results 
of Braga et al., and two new types of mechanisms were proposed. The Na-Fc mechanism 
is represented by a multi-step C[(CE)cC]n mechanism where C is the chemical step, E is the 
electrochemical step, c is the catalytic (CE) step, and n denotes the number of [(CE)cC] part 
cycles. The nth cycle corresponds to n moles of Na and Li deposition. For Li-MnO2, two 
mechanisms were considered. One is the C[(CE)cC]n mechanism which is the same as Na-
Fc, and the other is the C[2(CE)cC]n mechanism, which involves two consecutive (CE)c 
steps. In the C step of (CE)c of both mechanisms, Fc and MnO2 reduce Na+

(sf) and Li+(sf) 
(sf - surface states) to deposit Na and Li, respectively, which are intramolecular charge 
transfer reactions within the adsorbed molecules. Fc and MnO2 are oxidized to inter-
mediates immediately reduced to Fc and MnO2 by their anodes in the subsequent E step. 
Based on these mechanisms, these batteries' discharge capacity and cathode alkali metal 
deposition were examined in detail. 
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Alkali metal battery; all-solid-state battery; Li deposition; Na deposition; ferrocene; 
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List of symbols 

Fc ferrocene, Fe(C5H5)2 
Na-Fc sodium-ferrocene all-solid-state rechargeable battery 
Li-MnO2 lithium-manganese dioxide all-solid-state rechargeable battery  
Li-S lithium-sulfur all-solid-state rechargeable battery 
G

CNL generalized charge neutrality level  
CNL charge neutrality level 
Na+gl- Na-glass solid electrolyte of Na2.99Ba0.005O1+xCl1-2x 
Li+gl- Li-glass solid electrolyte of Li2.99Ba0.005O1+xCl1-2x 

(sf) surface states 
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Na+
(sf) Na+ in surface states of Na2.99Ba0.005O1+xCl1-2x 

Li+(sf) Li+ in surface states of Li2.99Ba0.005O1+xCl1-2x 

C chemical reaction  
E electrochemical reaction 
c in C[(CE)cC]n catalytic reaction steps 
c in C[2(CE)cC]n catalytic reaction steps  
n in C[(CE)cC]n number of cycles of the [(CE)cC] part 
n in C[2(CE)cC]n number of cycles of the [2(CE)cC] part 
2 in C[2(CE)cC]n two consecutive (CE)c  
HOMO highest occupied molecular orbital 
LUMO lowest unoccupied molecular orbital  

FcNa+
(sf) (ad) adsorbed molecule between Fc and Na+

(sf)  
MnO2Li+(sf) (ad) adsorbed molecule between MnO2 and Li+(sf) for C[(CE)cC]n 
MnO2[2Li+(sf) (ad)] adsorbed molecule between MnO2 and 2Li+(sf) for C[2(CE)cC]n 
high-k high relative permittivity 
|tVB-CB’| transfer energy between the valence band orbital of Fc and the conduction band orbital of Na+

(sf) 
or transfer energy between valence band orbital of MnO2 and conduction band orbital of Li+(sf)   

|tVB’-CB|  transfer energy between the valence band orbital of Na+gl- and the conduction band orbital of 
Fc or transfer energy between the valence band orbital of Li+gl- and the conduction band 
orbital of MnO2 

Ef Fermi level 
ECB energy level of the conduction band bottom for Fc or MnO2 
EVB energy level of the valence band top for Fc or MnO2 
E’CB energy level of the conduction band bottom for Na+gl- or Li+gl- 
E’VB energy level of the valence band top for Na+gl- or Li+gl- 
E’g band gap, E’CB - E’VB, for Na+gl- or Li+gl- 
DVB density of states of the valence band for Fc or MnO2 
DCB density of states of the conduction band for Fc or MnO2  
D’VB density of states of the valence band for Na+gl- or Li+gl- 
D’CB density of states of the conduction band for Na+gl- or Li+gl- 
 (|tVB-CB’|2/|tVB’-CB|2) (DVB/DCB) 
(DVB/DCB)Fc (DVB/DCB) for Fc 
(DVB/DCB)MnO2 (DVB/DCB) for MnO2 

x0 closest distance of Na+
(sf) to Fc or Li+(sf) to MnO2 

p, p-value stoichiometric coefficient, number of Na+
(sf) or Li+(sf) available for adsorption 

(pFc)max maximum number of Na+
(sf) adsorption onto Fc 

(pMnO2)max maximum number of Li+
(sf) adsorption onto MnO2 

(SFc/SNa+) the ratio of Fc total surface area for 2x0 extended unit crystal lattice to the circle area in 
Na+ radius 

(SMnO2/SLi+) the ratio of MnO2 total surface area for 2x0 extended unit crystal lattice to the circle area 
in Li+ radius 

fS fraction ratio of the area actually occupied by Na+
(sf) or Li+(sf) on adsorption surface 

fP 1- (porosity, %, of positive active materials)/100 
NFc number of Fc in the unit crystal lattice  
NMn number of Mn in the unit crystal lattice 
F the Faraday constant 
(MFc)eff effective molality of Fc  
(MFc)mes measured molality of Fc  
(MMnO2)eff effective molality of MnO2 
(MMnO2)mes measured molality of MnO2 

 utilization coefficient    
Fc Fc utilization coefficient, (MFc)eff/(MFc)mes  
MnO2 MnO2 utilization coefficient, (MMnO2)eff/(MMnO2)mes  
q  number of cubic or rectangular unit blocks to examine  
(Qmax)(Na-Fc)  measured maximum discharge capacity of Na-Fc positive electrode  
(Qmax)(Li-MnO2) measured maximum discharge capacity of Li-MnO2 positive electrode 
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Introduction 

The specific capacity 3860 mAh/g of Li is more than 10 times higher than that of lithium-ion 

battery positive electrodes, and alkali metal rechargeable batteries are expected to be the next-

generation energy device. In order to take advantage of the high specific capacity of alkali metals, it 

is necessary to develop cathode-active materials with high specific capacity. Sulfur, which has a 

specific capacity of 1670 mAh/g, more than six times that of lithium-ion positive electrodes, is one 

of the candidates for future cathode active materials [1].  

In 2017, Braga et al. presented three types of batteries of Li-S, Na-Fc, and Li-MnO2, which 

employed newly developed glass solid electrolytes （Li2.99Ba0.005O1+xCl1-2x or Na2.99Ba0.005O1+xCl1-2x） 

[2]. In all of these batteries, alkali metal deposition in the positive active materials during battery 

discharge was observed, which was a difficult battery phenomenon to understand [3]. Among these 

three types of batteries, Li-S was reported in the most detail, and its capacity was over 10 times the 

theoretical capacity of S8 in the positive active materials. The emergence of these batteries was 

considered the forerunner of a paradigm-shifting battery phenomenon that was not an extension 

of conventional battery development concepts. These battery phenomena should reaffirm their 

importance and attractiveness in the future development of all-solid-state rechargeable batteries 

with alkali metal anodes. Needless to say, a detailed reaction mechanism for these battery pheno-

mena is essential for their proper design as practical batteries. However, at the time, an electro-

chemical reaction mechanism relating to these battery phenomena was unknown [2-6].  

One of the main reasons for the lack of understanding of the cathode reactions in Braga-

Goodenough batteries seems to be the lack of analysis from a cross-disciplinary perspective, such 

as chemistry, electrochemistry, solid-state physics, and heterojunction physics [7]. Different fields 

of expertise generally have different perspectives of analysis. However, as the same battery 

reactions are observed, the results of the analyses of the reaction mechanisms examined from the 

perspective of the respective disciplines are considered to contain elements that complement each 

other. Therefore, it is considered that there are common elements that allow results on reaction 

mechanisms from the viewpoints of chemistry and electrochemistry to share rationality with results 

on reaction mechanisms from the viewpoints of solid-state and heterojunction physics [8].  

The alkali metal deposition reaction is usually written as Li+ + e → Li, taking the lithium deposition 

reaction as an example. However, it is clear that this reaction does not proceed in the cathode 

potential range [3]. For alkali metal deposition to occur at the cathodes as spontaneous reactions, 

the electron energy levels of the Na+gl- and Li+gl- alkali metal ions in the positive active materials 

must be lower than those of the alkali metal ions in the anode active materials. In other words, the 

condition for ΔG < 0 with regard to the Gibbs’ free energy change of the reaction systems is that 

the electron energy levels of the alkali metal ions in the positive active materials must be lower than 

those of the alkali metal ions in the anode active materials. That is, the Na+gl- and Li+gl- alkali metal 

ions in the positive active materials and the alkali metal ions in the anode active materials are 

chemically different. On the basis of the experimental results of Braga et al. [2], the electron energy 

levels of alkali metal ions in the Na+gl- and Li+gl- surface states in the positive active materials are 

considered to be lowered to the electron energy levels of Fc and MnO2, the potential-determining 

materials of the positive electrodes. 

Adsorption as chemisorption is a possible cause of this significant change in the electron energy 

levels [9-12]. The major difference between the active materials of the cathodes and those of the 

anodes is the presence of Fc and MnO2 in the positive active materials and the absence of those in 

the negative active materials. Therefore, Na+gl- and Li+gl- alkali metal ions in the positive active 
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materials are considered to be in a state where molecular orbital contact is possible through 

solid/solid contact with Fc and MnO2, and the adsorption by this molecular orbital contact is 

expected to lower the electron energy levels of the alkali metal ions to the electron energy level 

region of Fc and MnO2. 

Na+gl- and Li+gl- are insulators [2], Fc and MnO2 are semiconductors [13,14]. From the perspective 

of solid-state and heterojunction physics, these solid/solid contact interfaces are regions such as 

Schottky barriers and band discontinuities. In recent years, the theory of generalized charge 

neutrality level, G
CNL, [15-25] (see Appendix), has made it possible to analyze the electron energy 

levels of these solid/solid contact interfaces in consideration of orbital hybridization. The cathode 

reaction mechanisms of Na-Fc and Li-MnO2 proposed in this paper are based on these backgrounds 

and disclose the deposition mechanisms of alkali metals at the positive electrodes. 

In the previous paper [8], Li-S was first focused on, and its electrochemical reaction mechanism 

was investigated by employing G
CNL. In this paper, the electrochemical reaction mechanisms of the 

other two batteries of Na-Fc and Li-MnO2 were also investigated by employing G
CNL on the basis of 

the facts from the experiments of Braga et al. [2], and two new types of mechanisms for Na-Fc and 

Li-MnO2 were proposed.  

Li-MnO2 shows two possible mechanisms. One is the same mechanism as Na-Fc, where Na+
(sf) 

and Li+(sf) adsorb one-to-one onto Fc and MnO2 in the positive active materials, respectively. Another 

mechanism of Li-MnO2 is the simultaneous adsorption of two Li+
(sf) onto MnO2. In both reaction 

mechanisms for Na-Fc and Li-MnO2, the deposition of alkali metals is caused by intramolecular 

electron transfer reactions within adsorbed molecules formed by orbital hybridization at 

heterojunction interfaces. These mechanisms proposed in this paper reflect the relationship 

between orbital hybridization at heterojunction interfaces and intramolecular electron transfer 

reactions, taking account of the G
CNL analysis and its consistency with the facts from the 

experiments of Braga et al. [2]. The two mechanisms of Li-MnO2 were also analyzed using G
CNL to 

determine which mechanism is the thermodynamically dominant. G
CNL has served to provide 

significant criteria for examining these reaction mechanisms in terms of solid-state and 

heterojunction physics. These reaction mechanisms are analyzed in a manner complementary to 

chemistry, electrochemistry, solid-state physics, and heterojunction physics. 

On the basis of these mechanisms, the maximum alkali metal deposition and maximum discharge 

capacity of Na-Fc and Li-MnO2 positive electrodes were investigated and found to be determined by 

the effective number of contacts that allow orbital hybridization between Na+
(sf) and Fc and Li+(sf) 

and MnO2
 and the effective molality of Fc and MnO2 in the positive active materials. The discharge 

capacity of these batteries is expected to be about 14 times that of the Na-Fc cathode and about 17 

times that of the Li-MnO2 cathode under the conditions considered herein. 

In this paper, these reaction mechanisms are presented in detail, and based on these 

mechanisms, the cathode alkali metal deposition and discharge capacity of Na-Fc and Li-MnO2 are 

investigated in detail. 

Experimental 

In this paper, all experimental results for Na-Fc and Li-MnO2 are taken from the data and 

descriptions in Braga et al. [2]. The reaction mechanisms of these batteries are essentially based on 

the facts [2] that Na and Li are deposited on the positive electrode during the discharge of Na-Fc 

and Li-MnO2, respectively. 
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Results and discussion 

A C[(CE)cC]n model for Na-Fc and Li-MnO2  

Figure 1 shows the Braga-Goodenough Na-Fc and Li-MnO2 battery diagram. These positive active 

materials consist of Na+gl- powder, Fc powder, carbon black powder, and Cu current collector for 

Na-Fc, and Li+gl- powder, MnO2 powder, carbon black powder, and Cu current collector for Li-MnO2. 

At the interfaces between the potential-determining materials Fc and MnO2 and these glass solid 

electrolyte powders, Na for Na-Fc and Li for Li-MnO2 are deposited in the positive active materials 

during discharge [2]. 

 
Figure 1. Diagrams of positive electrode active materials reflecting the C[(EC)cC]n mechanism on the Braga-

Goodenough Na-Fc and Li-MnO2 battery under open circuit and discharge conditions 

In ordinary battery terminology, for Na-Fc and Li-MnO2, the cathode corresponds to the positive 

electrode, and the anode corresponds to the negative electrode. In this paper, however, since the 

phenomenon of alkali metal deposition on the cathode during battery discharge is confined to Braga-

Goodenough batteries, these terms are often used together to clarify the battery phenomenon.  

In the case of Na-Fc, one type of reaction mechanism of the positive electrode is considered. On 

the other hand, in the case of Li-MnO2, two types of mechanisms are considered to be possible. One 

is the one-to-one adsorption of Li+(sf) onto MnO2, which is the same case as Na+
(sf) onto Fc. The other 

is that two Li+(sf) adsorb simultaneously onto MnO2. In this section, the case of the same mechanism 

in Na-Fc and Li-MnO2 is examined, using mainly the notation in Na-Fc. The other mechanism for Li-

MnO2 will be discussed in the next section.  

Eqs. (1) to (10) are the elementary reactions of Na-Fc cathode discharge. The first step, Eq. (1) 

shows the adsorption equilibrium reaction. The left side of Eq. (1) shows that pNa+
(sf) for one Fc will 

occupy the position where orbital hybridization is possible due to the contact between Fc and Na+gl-. 

The right side of Eq. (1) indicates that among these pNa+
(sf), one Na+

(sf) with the highest probability of 

orbital hybridization at the interface with Fc forms the adsorbed molecule of Fc[Na+
(sf) (ad)](p-1)(Na+

(sf)). 

The remaining (p-1)Na+
(sf) are in a waiting state because Fc is already used for one adsorption bond. 

Here, the stoichiometric coefficient p is an integer, p ≥ 1. In this paper, terms related to adsorption, such 

as adsorption equilibrium reactions, are based on orbital hybridization at the heterojunction interfaces. 

http://dx.doi.org/10.5599/jese.1704
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Fc is a stable metallocene with Fe(II) as the center and cyclopentadienyl as the upper and lower 

sandwich structure. Fc has Fe(II) 3dz2, 3dxy, and 3dx2-y2 orbitals in the valence band and 3dxz and 3dyz 

orbitals in the conduction band [13]. Fc+/Fc shows a typical reversible voltammogram in organic 

solvents, and its redox center is at Fe(II). This is a one-electron redox reaction on the 3d orbital, and 

Eq. (1) is also considered to involve the 3d orbital. 

Assuming that Eqs. (2), (3) and (4) are a set of reactions related to Na deposition, the discharge 

reaction proceeds by repeating this set of reactions with the p-value decreasing by one after 

reaction Eq. (5). If the number of cycles of this set of reactions is n, the nth Na deposition occurs in 

the nth cycle. Then at the end of the nth cycle, the amount of discharge electricity and Na deposition 

of the positive electrode are nF (C) and n moles, respectively, where n is an integer n ≤ p. Since the 

first and the second set of reactions correspond to Eqs. (2) to (4) and Eqs. (5) to (7), respectively, 

the following Eqs. (8) to (10) correspond to the nth set of reactions.  

Fc + pNa+
(sf)  Fc [Na+

(sf) (ad)] (p-1)(Na+
(sf)) (1) 

Fc [Na+
(sf) (ad)] (p-1)(Na+

(sf)) → Fc+ Na (p-1)(Na+
(sf)) (2) 

Fc+ Na (p-1)(Na+
(sf)) + e → Fc Na (p-1)(Na+

(sf)) (3) 

Fc Na (p-1)(Na+
(sf))  Fc [Na+

(sf) (ad)] Na (p-2)(Na+
(sf)) (4) 

Fc [Na+
(sf) (ad)] Na (p-2)(Na+

(sf)) → Fc+ 2Na (p-2)(Na+
(sf)) (5) 

Fc+ 2Na (p-2)(Na+
(sf)) + e → Fc 2Na (p-2)(Na+

(sf)) (6) 

Fc 2Na (p-2)(Na+
(sf))  Fc [Na+

(sf) (ad)] 2Na (p-3)(Na+
(sf)) (7) 

Fc [Na+
(sf) (ad)] (n-1)Na (p-n)(Na+

(sf) ) → Fc+ nNa (p-n)(Na+
(sf) ) (8) 

Fc+ nNa (p-n)(Na+
(sf) ) + e → Fc nNa (p-n)(Na+

(sf) ) (9) 

Fc nNa (p-n)(Na+
(sf) )  Fc [Na+

(sf) (ad)] nNa (p-n-1)(Na+
(sf) ) (10) 

Eq. (2) is the intramolecular electron transfer reaction of the adsorbed molecule. In Eq. (2), Fc 

reduces [Na+
(sf) (ad)] in the Fc[Na+

(sf)(ad)](p-1)(Na+
(sf)) in the one-electron transfer reaction and is itself 

oxidized to deposit Na as Fc+Na(p-1)(Na+
(sf)). Eq. (3) is the electrochemical reaction in which Fc+ of the 

Fc+Na(p-1)(Na+
(sf)) generated in Eq. (2) receives one electron from the Na negative electrode and 

immediately returns to the original Fc to form FcNa(p-1)(Na+
(sf)). Eq. (4) is the adsorption equilibrium 

reaction that produces the new adsorbed molecule Fc[Na+
(sf)(ad)]Na(p-2)(Na+

(sf)) from  

FcNa(p-1)(Na+
(sf)) produced in Eq. (3). At this time, one Na+

(sf) with the highest probability of orbital 

hybridization from (p-1)(Na+
(sf)) forms the new adsorption bond orbital of Fc[Na+

(sf)(ad)]Na(p-2)(Na+
(sf)).  

In this paper, this mechanism is denoted as C[(CE)cC]n, where C denotes the chemical reaction 

step, and E denotes the electrochemical reaction step. The c in (CE)cC denotes that the (CE)c is 

catalytic reaction steps. Here, the intramolecular electron transfer reaction of the adsorbed 

molecule is denoted as a chemical reaction because it does not appear as an external current. The 

catalytic function is performed by Fc for Na-Fc. The n in C[(CE)cC]n indicates that the set of reactions 

of this [(CE)cC] part will cycle n times. Therefore, for n = p, the cycle is maximized. Under n = p 

conditions, the [(CE)cC] cycle process terminates at the (CE)c, and the subsequent C, the adsorption 

equilibrium reaction, disappears because all pNa+
(sf) on Fc are discharged and reduced to pNa and 

there is no Na+
(sf) available for adsorption on Fc. The step of the deposition of Na corresponds to the 

step C in the (CE)c. 

The intramolecular electron transfer of the adsorbed molecule in Eqs. (2), (5) and (8) results in Fc 

becoming Fc+, which is ascribed to the one-electron transfer from the d orbital of the valence band 

of Fe(II) of Fc to Na+
(sf)(ad). The open circuit voltage of Na-Fc is about 2.3 volts as read from the 
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charge-discharge cycle data [2], and the significant figures would be two digits at most. As described 

above, Fc+ is immediately reduced and returned to Fc in the subsequent E step by Eqs. (3), (6), (9) 

and Fc consequently undergo no apparent change. In Eqs. (1) to (10), the currents observed 

externally correspond to the currents in these electrochemical reactions Eqs. (3), (6) and (9).  

On discharge, Fc contacts the electron energy of the Na negative electrode, whose electron level 

is about 2.3 eV higher than the Fermi level of Fc, via the current collectors. That is, Fc is in an 

electrochemical reaction condition where the overpotential is greatly superimposed on the negative 

side, and Fc+ is immediately reduced to Fc, with a large reaction rate expected in this E step. The 

catalytic reactions of Fc regarding the Na deposition in the positive active materials correspond to 

be the second C and the subsequent E steps in the C[(CE)cC]n mechanism. The intramolecular 

electron transfer reaction corresponding to the second C in the C[(CE)cC]n mechanism will be 

further discussed together with the case of Li-MnO2 in the section of the orbital hybridization and 

charge transfer at heterojunction interfaces in terms of G
CNL.  

The total reaction equation for the (CE)c part at n = p, i.e. the maximum number of cycles, is the 

sum of Eqs. (8) and (9), resulting in the following Eq. (11), and the C[(CE)cC]n mechanism terminates 

at the E step of Eq. (9), as described above. Here, at n = p, the terms of Fc[Na+
(sf)(ad)](n-1)Na 

(p-n)(Na+
(sf)), Fc+nNa(p-n)(Na+

(sf)), and Fc nNa(p-n)(Na+
(sf)) in Eqs. (8) and (9) become Fc[Na+

(sf)(ad)] 

(p-1)Na, Fc+pNa, and Fc pNa, respectively. 

Fc [Na+
(sf) (ad)] (p-1)Na + e → Fc pNa (11) 

In comparing Eqs. (8), (9), and (11), it is clear that the elementary reactions of Fc as a catalyst 

correspond to Eqs. (8) and (9) in the (CE)c part of the C[(CE)cC]n mechanism.  

Eq. (12) is the overall reaction of the positive electrode, which is obtained from the sum of Eqs. 

(1) through (10). 

Fc + pNa+
(sf) + ne → Fc [Na+

(sf) (ad)] nNa (p-n-1)(Na+
(sf) ) (12) 

Eq. (12) involves the general case for n < p. At n = p, Eq. (12) demonstrates the maximum number of 

cycles, as described above, and Eq. (10) disappears, so that the overall reaction for the positive electrode 

is Eq. (13) from the sum of Eqs. (1) through (9). Eq. (13) is also obtained from Eq. (12) as n = p. 

Fc + pNa+
(sf) + pe → Fc pNa (13) 

In the battery overall reaction, the Na negative electrode reactions, which are paired with the 

overall reaction of the positive electrode in Eq. (12), are Eqs. (14) and (15) as follows:  

nNa → nNa+  +  ne (14) 

nNa+  nNa+
(sf)  (15) 

The overall reaction of the Na anode is Eq. (16) from the sum of Eqs. (14) and (15) as follows:  

nNa → nNa+
(sf) +  ne (16) 

Therefore, the overall battery reaction of Na-Fc is Eq. (17) from the sum of Eqs. (12) and (16) as 

follows: 

Fc + (p-n)Na+
(sf) + nNa → Fc [Na+

(sf) (ad)] nNa (p-n-1)(Na+
(sf) ) (17) 

When n = p, Eq. (17) is equal to Eq. (18), which is also obtained from the sum of Eq. (13) for the 

positive electrode and Eq. (16) for the negative electrode. 

Fc + pNa → Fc pNa (18) 

The charging reaction of this C[(CE)cC]n mechanism corresponds to the reverse reaction of this 

mechanism. Under charge-discharge cycle conditions, it is unlikely that Na+
(sf) and Li+(sf) after 
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charging are the same as before discharging. It is natural to assume that the stoichiometric 

coefficient p-value appearing in Eq. (1) can change from cycle to cycle.  

Regarding Na-Fc charge-discharge cycle tests [2], the data are demonstrated to 200 cycles, 

corresponding to 33.3 days. 100th cycle discharge and charge voltages overlap when compared to 

those of the 200th cycle, and there is no degradation of charge-discharge characteristics between 

100 and 200 cycles. These charge-discharge cycle characteristics of Na-Fc are considered to be 

ascribed to the sustainability of the C[(CE)cC]n mechanism during charge-discharge cycling. 

In the case of Li-MnO2, the notations of Eqs. (1) to (18) of the C[(CE)cC]n mechanism for Li-MnO2 

can be expressed by changing the notations from Na-Fc to Li-MnO2, where Fc is replaced by MnO2, 

intermediate Fc+ by intermediate Mn(O2)+, Na by Li, and Na+
(sf)(ad) by Li+(sf)(ad). Eq. (1) is the 

adsorption equilibrium reaction resulting from the contact between MnO2 and Li+gl-. Eqs. (1) to (10) 

relate to the adsorption equilibrium reactions of one Li+
(sf) to MnO2. The valence band of MnO2 is 

composed of oxygen O2-, and its conduction band is composed of Mn(IV) [20]. MnO2 involves two 

O2- 2p orbitals per Mn, and Eq. (1) for Li-MnO2 shows that one Li+(sf) is capable of adsorbing one of 

these O2- 2p orbitals. MnO2 becomes Mn(O2)+ by the intramolecular electron transfer of the 

adsorbed molecule in Eqs. (2), (5), and (8). Mn(O2)+ does not appear in the overall reaction equations 

of the positive electrode as Fc+ does. Mn(O2)+ is immediately reduced to MnO2 for the same reason 

as Fc+, according to Eqs. (3), (6), and (9): the Li anode potential is about 3 volts lower than the Li-

MnO2 cathode because the open circuit voltage [2] of Li-MnO2 is about 3.0 volts. The notation 

Mn(O2)+ is considered to be appropriate for Eqs. (2), (5) and (8) in the sense that the oxygen anion 

2O2- in MnO2 is the side that donates one electron to Li+
(sf). The catalytic reactions of MnO2 on Li 

deposition correspond to be the second C and the subsequent E steps, i.e. (CE)c steps, in the 

C[(CE)cC]n mechanism as well as Na-Fc. 

Eq. (19) from Eq. (12) is the overall reaction of the positive electrode of Li-MnO2, and Eq. (20) 

from Eq. (17) is the overall battery reaction of Li-MnO2. 

MnO2 + pLi+(sf) + ne → MnO2 [Li+(sf) (ad)] nLi (p-n-1)(Li+(sf)) (19) 

MnO2 + (p-n)Li+(sf) + nLi → MnO2 [Li+(sf) (ad)] nLi (p-n-1)(Li+(sf)) (20) 

At n = p for the maximum number of cycles, the overall reaction of the positive electrode is Eq. (21) 

from Eq. (13) or Eq. (19). The battery overall reaction is Eq. (22) from Eq. (18) or Eq. (20) as n = p. 

MnO2 + pLi+(sf) + pe → MnO2 pLi (21) 

MnO2 + pLi → MnO2 pLi (22) 

Not only Fc but also Mn(IV) in MnO2 is not changed in this mechanism, which is also supported 

by the charge-discharge cycle tests, which were conducted under various charge and discharge time 

conditions for up to 270 cycles for a total of 112.5 days [2]. In these tests, no degradation of charge-

discharge characteristics was observed until the test was terminated on day 112.5. If Mn(III) is 

formed, like a primary battery of lithium manganese dioxide, on discharge, the charge-discharge 

cycle characteristics will gradually deteriorate, and cycle tests will not continue. 

In respect of the electron energy levels of adsorbed particles, in general, they are not the same 

as those of isolated ones [9-12]. In the C[(CE)cC]n mechanism, Na+
(sf) forms the adsorption bond with 

Fc which significantly lowers Na+
(sf) electron energy level. The electron energy level of Na+

(sf) 

decreases from the LUMO level of Na+
(sf) to the electron energy level region of Fc as Na+

(sf) 

approaches Fc, while gradually broadening its level width [9,12].  

Figure 2 shows that the electron energy levels of Na+
(sf) vary significantly with distance from Fc. 

The relationship between MnO2 and Li+(sf) can be drawn similarly. The electron energy level width 
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reaches its maximum at a distance of x0 from Fc where orbital hybridization is possible [12]. At the 

same time, the adsorption energy curve, ΔGad, becomes the most stable energy state [9,12]. 

Therefore, the position of pNa+
(sf) in Eq. (1) is in this x0 region. The x0 on the x-axis in Figure 2 is 

considered to be around 200 pm (0.2 nm) level, as shown in the following consideration. This value 

x0 is one of the essential points in determining the maximum number of cycles of the deposition of 

alkali metals in the positive active materials and the maximum discharge capacity of Na-Fc and Li-

MnO2 positive electrodes, as will be described in other sections.  

 
Figure 2. Variation of electron energy levels of Na+

(sf) adsorbates at various distances from the adsorbent Fc 
surface. As Na+

(sf) approaches Fc, the electron energy levels of Na+
(sf) spread out due to its interaction with Fc, 

having the widest probability density at x0 of the Gad minimum. ΔGad = adsorption energy curve of Na+
(sf) 

approaching Fc, W = probability density of electron energy states, x = distance to Na+
(sf), and x0 = distance to 

adsorbed Na+
(sf) (ad) 

In the solution-based electric double layer, the inner Helmholtz layer is 200 pm and the outer 

Helmholtz layer is 300 pm [21]. The inner Helmholtz layer is the region of inner-sphere electron 

transfer, where reaction species are desolated, and the orbital hybridization and adsorption behavior 

between reaction species and electrode materials become apparent. Therefore, the inner-sphere 

electron transfer is clearly distinguished from the electron transfer reaction in the outer Helmholtz 

layer, i.e. outer-sphere electron transfer, where orbital hybridization between reaction species and 

electrode materials is not easy perceptible. The x0 shown in Figure 2 is considered equivalent to the 

position of this inner-sphere electron transfer, which is around 200 pm for Na-Fc and Li-MnO2. The  

y-axis scale is estimated based on the HOMO level of -4.8 eV for isolated Fc and the open circuit voltage 

of ca. 2.3 volts for Na-Fc. In Figure 2, the shaded region below the Ef indicates the overlap of the 

electron energy distributions of the current collectors, Fc, and Na+
(sf)(ad). The Fermi level, Ef, of the Cu 

and carbon black current collectors, coincides with that of FcNa+
(sf)(ad) and demonstrates the potential 

of the positive electrode of Na-Fc under open circuit equilibrium conditions. 

http://dx.doi.org/10.5599/jese.1704
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With regard to the surface states, Na+
(sf) and Li+(sf) in the C[(CE)cC]n mechanism are denoted with 

the intention that the electron energy levels of these surface states are different from those of the 

internal Na+ of Na+gl- and Li+ of Li+gl-. It is clear that Na+
(sf) and Li+(sf) levels at the Na+gl- and Li+gl- 

surfaces, rather than within them, are directly involved in the battery reactions of Na-Fc and  

Li-MnO2. In general, in ionic-bonded oxides, the metal ion constitutes the conduction band [20], and 

the oxygen ion constitutes the valence band [20], even though some of these oxides are partially 

covalent. The surface states of a metal ion in a metal oxide are basically the electron level of the 

metal ion, which should be at the level of the conduction band, but whose energy is reduced due to 

surface effects and shifted into the band gap [22].  

Na+gl- and Li+gl- are amorphous [2,4-6], and their band structures differ from crystalline ones. In the 

amorphous case, the conduction band bottom ECB in the crystalline case corresponds to the diffuse-

band-tail states, a distribution of density of states that decays slowly toward the low energy side [23]. 

Amorphous structures do not seem to inhibit the C[(CE)cC]n mechanism. Rather, it affects the 

C[(CE)cC]n mechanism. Diffuse-band-tail states may be considered to have the effect of dispersing and 

increasing the surface states in the region below the LUMO level shown in Figure 2. Amorphous 

structures of Na+gl- and Li+gl- would enhance the opportunity for orbital hybridization contacts 

between Fc and Na+
(sf) and MnO2 and Li+(sf) at lower energy levels in the C[(CE)cC]n mechanism. 

A C[2(CE)cC]n model for Li-MnO2  

In the case of Li-MnO2, the reaction mechanism of the simultaneous adsorption of two Li+
(sf) onto 

MnO2 is discussed in this section. The corresponding reaction equations are given in Eqs. (23) to (38) 

below. This reaction mechanism is denoted as C[2(CE)cC]n in this paper. The 2 in the 2(CE)c part 

means that two consecutive (CE)c steps are involved, and the c in the 2(CE)c part denotes that it is 

the catalytic reaction part as in the case of the C[(CE)cC]n mechanism. The group of reaction 

equations between the long horizontal lines corresponds to the [2(CE)cC] part in C[2(CE)cC]n. The n 

in C[2(CE)cC]n indicates that the set of reactions of this [2(CE)cC] part will cycle n times.  

It is sufficient to elucidate this mechanism when p is even because when p is odd, adding the 

C[(CE)cC]n mechanism with p = 1 will complete the C[2(CE)cC]n mechanism. In the following, p-values 

are treated as even numbers. 

MnO2 + pLi+(sf)  MnO2 [2Li+(sf) (ad)] (p-2)(Li+(sf)) (23) 
   

MnO2 [2Li+(sf) (ad)] (p-2)(Li+(sf)) → Mn(O2)+ [Li+(sf) (ad)] Li (p-2)(Li+(sf)) (24) 

Mn(O2)+ [Li+(sf) (ad)] Li (p-2)(Li+(sf)) + e → MnO2 [Li+(sf) (ad)] Li (p-2)(Li+(sf)) (25) 
   

MnO2 [Li+(sf) (ad)] Li (p-2)(Li+(sf)) → Mn(O2)+ 2Li (p-2)(Li+(sf)) (26) 

Mn(O2)+ 2Li (p-2)(Li+(sf)) + e → MnO2 2Li (p-2)(Li+(sf)) (27) 
   

MnO2 2Li (p-2)(Li+(sf))  MnO2 [2Li+(sf) (ad)] 2Li (p-4)(Li+(sf)) (28) 
   

MnO2 [2Li+(sf) (ad)] 2Li (p-4)(Li+(sf)) → Mn(O2)+ [Li+(sf) (ad)] 3Li (p-4)(Li+(sf)) (29) 

Mn(O2)+ [Li+(sf) (ad)] 3Li (p-4)(Li+(sf)) + e → MnO2 [Li+(sf) (ad)] 3Li (p-4)(Li+(sf)) (30) 
   

MnO2 [Li+(sf) (ad)] 3Li (p-4)(Li+(sf)) → Mn(O2)+ 4Li (p-4)(Li+(sf)) (31) 

Mn(O2)+ 4Li (p-4)(Li+(sf)) + e → MnO2 4Li (p-4)(Li+(sf)) (32) 
   

MnO2 4Li (p-4)(Li+(sf))  MnO2 [2Li+(sf) (ad)] 4Li (p-6)(Li+(sf)) (33) 
   

Eq. (23) is the first step, which shows that two Li+
(sf) of the pLi+(sf) in the region of adsorption 

position x0 shown in Figure 2 are adsorbed simultaneously, and the adsorption equilibrium is 
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established. Eq. (24) is the adsorption intramolecular one electron transfer from O2- in the valence 

band of MnO2 to one of 2Li+(sf)(ad), where the MnO2 side becomes Mn(O2)+, and one Li is deposited 

from 2Li+(sf) (ad). This electron transfer does not take current externally. Eq. (25) is the E step in 

which Mn(O2)+ produced by the intramolecular electron transfer is immediately reduced to MnO2 

under the potential of the Li anode, as described in the C[(CE)cC]n mechanism. Eq. (26) is again the 

intramolecular electron transfer reaction. So far, one of the two Li+
(sf) in the adsorbed molecule 

formed in Eq. (23) has already been reduced to Li. Eq. (26) is the reaction in which the remaining 

Li+(sf) adsorbed molecule is reduced again by the intramolecular electron transfer, resulting in Li 

deposition. Eq. (27) is equivalent to Eq. (25), which is the electrochemical reduction of Mn(O2)+ 

generated by the intramolecular electron transfer reaction in Eq. (26). Eq. (28) is again the adsorp-

tion equilibrium reaction involving two new adsorptions of Li+
(sf). 

Assuming that Eqs. (24) to (28) are a set of reactions related to Li deposition, the discharge 

electricity and Li deposition amount to 2F (C) and 2Li, respectively, in this set of reactions. After 

Eq. (29), this set of reactions is repeated, and the discharge reaction proceeds with the p-value (p ≥ 2) 

decreasing by two. In the case of p = 2 corresponding to the number of cycle n = 1, the cycle does not 

continue and terminates with Eq. (27). The group n = 1 is from Eq. (24) up to Eq. (28), and the group 

n = 2 is from Eq. (29) up to Eq. (33). Same as above for n = 1, when the cycle terminates with n = 2, 

Eq. (33), which is the third C in the group n = 2 disappears as in the case of the C[(CE)cC]n mechanism.  

The group of reaction equations between short lines and between long and short lines corresponds 

to the 2(CE)c part in C[2(CE)cC]n. That is the pair of Eqs. (24) and (25) and the pair of Eqs. (29) and (30) 

correspond to the first (CE)c part in 2(CE)c, while the pair of Eqs. (26) and (27) and the pair of Eqs. (31) 

and (32) correspond to the second (CE)c part in 2(CE)c. The first C in C[2(CE)cC]n is Eq. (23), and the 

third C corresponds to Eqs. (28) and (33). Since Eqs. (24) to (28) correspond to cycle n = 1 and Eqs. (29) 

to (33) correspond to cycle n = 2, the reaction equation set for cycle n is the following Eqs. (34) to (38). 

MnO2 [2Li+(sf) (ad)] (2n-2)Li (p-2n)(Li+(sf)) → Mn(O2)+ [Li+(sf)(ad)] (2n-1)Li (p-2n)(Li+(sf)) (34) 

Mn(O2)+ [Li+(sf)(ad)] (2n-1)Li (p-2n)(Li+(sf)) + e → MnO2 [Li+(sf)(ad)] (2n-1)Li (p-2n)(Li+(sf)) (35) 

MnO2 [Li+(sf)(ad)] (2n-1)Li (p-2n)(Li+(sf)) → Mn(O2)+ 2nLi (p-2n)(Li+(sf)) (36) 

Mn(O2)+ 2nLi (p-2n)(Li+(sf)) + e → MnO2 2nLi (p-2n)(Li+(sf)) (37) 

MnO2 2nLi (p-2n)(Li+(sf))  MnO2 [2Li+(sf) (ad)] 2nLi (p-2n-2)(Li+(sf)) (38) 

The overall reaction of the positive electrode is Eq. (39) derived by the sum of Eqs. (23) through 

(38). The battery's overall reaction, including the negative electrode reactions, is derived by the 

same procedure as the C[(CE)cC]n mechanism. 

MnO2 + pLi+(sf) + 2ne → MnO2 [2Li+(sf) (ad)] 2nLi (p-2n-2)(Li+(sf)) (39) 

The maximum number of cycles is when n = p/2, and all pLi+(sf) is used for discharge. The reaction 

terminates with Eq. (37), and Eq. (40) of this overall reaction of the positive electrode is obtained 

from the sum of the reactions in Eqs. (23) to (37), obtained from Eq. (39) as n = p/2. 

MnO2 + pLi+(sf) + pe → MnO2 pLi (40) 

At n = p/2, the terms of 2nLi (p-2n)(Li+(sf)) in Eq. (37) and [2Li+(sf) (ad)] 2nLi (p-2n-2)(Li+(sf)) in Eq. (39) 

are equal to pLi. Eq. (40) becomes Eq. (41) in the case of cycle n = 1 corresponding to p = 2. 

MnO2 + 2Li+(sf) + 2e → MnO2 2Li (41) 

When p is odd, pLi+(sf) decrease by two, and the positive electrode reaction terminates once at 

the C[2(CE)cC]n mechanism. Consequently, one Li+(sf) remains as MnO2Li+(sf)(ad). This further 

discharge reaction of MnO2Li+(sf)(ad) proceeds by the C[(CE)cC]n mechanism. In Eqs. (1) to (3) in the 
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C[(CE)cC]n mechanism, replacing Fc with MnO2, the intermediate Fc+ with the intermediate Mn(O2)+, 

Na with Li, and Na+
(sf)(ad) with Li+(sf)(ad), the overall reaction for the remaining one Li+(sf) becomes 

the following Eq. (42). 

MnO2 + Li+(sf) + e → MnO2 Li (42) 

Therefore, when p is odd, the amount of the positive electrode discharge electricity and Li 

deposition correspond to the addition of 1F (C) and 1 mole to the amount of the discharge electricity 

of 2nF (C) and 2n moles of Li deposition when p is even in the C[2(CE)cC]n mechanism. Eq. (21) in 

the C[(CE)cC]n mechanism is consistent with Eq. (41) when p = 2 and with the combined result of 

Eqs. (41) and (42) when p = 3. Therefore, regardless of whether p is odd or even, the discharge result 

of the C[2(CE)cC]n mechanism is consistent with that for n = p in the C[(CE)cC]n mechanism. As a 

result, the discharge results for Li-MnO2 are the same for both C[2(CE)cC]n and C[(CE)cC]n 

mechanisms, although their elementary reactions are different. 

Orbital hybridization and charge transfer at heterojunction interfaces in terms of G
CNL 

In this section, interfacial reactions at heterojunction interfaces are examined from the viewpoint 

of heterojunction physics. In the previous paper [7], the theory of the generalized charge neutrality 

level, G
CNL, was applied to analyze the reaction mechanism of the Braga-Goodenough Li-S battery 

(see Appendix). G
CNL is also applied here to analyze the reaction mechanisms of the C[(CE)cC]n and 

C[2(CE)cC]n. The main points of this section are as follows: 

1. Intramolecular electron transfer appearing in the mechanisms is from which orbital to which 

orbital the electron transfer occurs. This investigation is to reveal the possibility of alkali metal 

deposition in G
CNL view.  

2. Whether adsorption processes and intramolecular electron transfer reactions by orbital 

hybridization are compatible with G
CNL analysis. 

3. Which of the two reaction mechanisms in Li-MnO2 is more likely to proceed thermodynamically 

in terms of G
CNL. 

This symbol G
CNL has two meanings [8]: one is the theory itself and the other is the charge 

neutrality level itself evaluated by G
CNL.  

Initially, G
CNL views on the directions of electron transfer within adsorbed molecules are shown. 

G
CNL shows two possible directions [15-19] of electron transfer at a heterojunction interface as 

follows:  

With respect to Na-Fc, Figure 3 shows the possibilities for the directions of electron transfer 

based on G
CNL. Two possibilities for the electron transfer within adsorbed molecules FcNa+

(sf)(ad) 

are shown here. One is the electron transfer from the valence band of Fc to the Na+
(sf) conduction 

band of Na+gl-. The other is the electron transfer from the O2- and Cl- valence bands of Na+gl- to the 

Fc conduction band.  

In the former case, it is consistent with the experimental fact of Braga et al. [2] that Na is 

deposited. Therefore, the electron transfer within adsorbed molecules FcNa+
(sf)(ad) is from the 

valence band of Fc to the conduction band of Na+
(sf), as shown by the bold line in Figure 3. As 

described in the C[(CE)cC]n mechanism, the valence band and conduction band of Fc correspond to 

those of the splitting of the d-orbitals of Fe(II) at the center of Fc in the ligand field [13]. Na+gl- and 

Li+gl- conduction bands contain the frontier orbitals of Na+ and Li+ cations, and their valence bands 

comprise the frontier orbitals of O2- and Cl- in the glass electrolytes [20].  

With respect to Li-MnO2, Figure 4 shows the possibilities regarding the directions of the electron 

transfer based on G
CNL. That is, as in the case of Na-Fc, there are two possibilities of intramolecular 
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electron transfer in adsorbed molecules MnO2Li+(sf)(ad). One is from O2-, responsible for the valence 

band of MnO2, to Li+(sf), responsible for the conduction band of Li+gl-. The other is from O2- and Cl-, 

which are responsible for the valence band of Li+gl-, to Mn(IV), responsible for the conduction band 

of MnO2.  

 
Figure 3. Two possibilities of orbital hybridization in the theory of G

CNL between Fc and Na+gl-. The inset 
arrows show the direction of possible electron transfer at their interfaces. D’CB and D’VB respectively 

correspond to the density of states of the conduction band and valence band of Na+gl-, and DCB and DVB 
respectively correspond to the density of states of the conduction band and valence band of Fc 

 
Figure 4. Two possibilities of orbital hybridization in the theory of G

CNL between MnO2 and Li+gl-. The inset 
arrows show the direction of possible electron transfer at their interfaces. D’CB and D’VB respectively 

correspond to the density of states of the conduction band and valence band of Li+gl-, and DCB and DVB 
respectively correspond to the density of states of the conduction band and valence band of MnO2 

In the former case, it is consistent with the experimental fact of Braga et al. [2] that Li is depo-

sited. Therefore, the intramolecular electron transfer in adsorbed molecules of MnO2Li+(sf) (ad) and 

MnO2[2Li+(sf) (ad)] is in the direction from O2- to Li+(sf), as shown by the bold line in Figure 4.  

From Figures 3 and 4, the deposition of Na and Li in the C[(CE)cC]n and C[2(CE)cC]n mechanisms 

is consistent with the results predicted in terms of G
CNL. Therefore, in respect of intramolecular 

electron transfer appearing in both mechanisms, electron transfer occurs from Fc to Na+
(sf) and from 

MnO2 to Li+(sf), which are consistent with the G
CNL views.  

Na+gl- and Li+gl- are insulators [2]. Fc is a semiconductor [13], and MnO2 is also a semiconduc-

tor [14] with a narrow band gap. In the case of Na-Fc and Li-MnO2, the application of G
CNL 

corresponds to the case of semiconductor-insulator interfaces. In this case, G
CNL is given by Eq. (43): 

G
CNL = E’VB  + E’g|tVB’-CB|2DCBD’VB/(|tVB’-CB|2DCBD’VB + |tVB-CB’|2DVBD’CB) (43) 

where E’VB, E’g, D’VB, and D’CB are the level of the valence band top, the band gap, the density of states 

of the valence bands, and the density of states of the conduction bands of Na+gl- or Li+gl-, respectively; 

DVB and DCB are the density of states of the valence bands and the density of states of the conduction 

bands of Fc or MnO2, respectively; |tVB’-CB| is the transfer energy between valence band orbitals of 
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Na+gl- or Li+gl- and conduction band orbitals of Fc or MnO2; |tVB-CB’| is the transfer energy between 

valence band orbitals of Fc or MnO2 and conduction band orbitals of Na+gl- or Li+gl-. The terms of  

|tVB’-CB|2DCBD’VB and |tVB-CB’|2DVBD’CB correspond to effective bond strengths at the heterojunction 

interface [17]. Although Na+gl- and Li+gl- are amorphous structures, their band structures are 

expressed in terms of ordinary terminology because there is no obstacle in the G
CNL analyses of these 

reaction mechanisms. 

The theory G
CNL is built on an orbital hybridization between the unoccupied and occupied states 

of two materials at an interface [15-19]. In this theory, the charge transfer between Fc and Na+gl- 

and MnO2 and Li+gl- are realized by orbital hybridization between their unoccupied and occupied 

states. Their electron transfer is confined to just interfaces between Fc and Na+gl- and MnO2 and 

Li+gl- because Na+gl- and Li+gl- demonstrate greater than 8eV band gap [2,4-6]. 

Eq. (43) is obtained by Δρ  = 0 in Eq. (44), which was derived by applying the second-order 

perturbation theory of quantum mechanics [17,24]. Δρ means transfer charges from Fc or MnO2 to 

the insulator and proportional to the equation’s right-hand side. At Δρ =  0 in Eq. (44), the Ef 

corresponds to the Fermi level and the charge neutrality level for Fc after contacting Na+
(sf) and is 

identical to G
CNL of Eq. (43). These relationships are the same for Li-MnO2. 

Δρ  ∝  DVBD’CB|tVB-CB’|2/(E’CB - Ef)  -  DCBD’VB|tVB’-CB|2/(Ef  - E’VB) (44) 

where E’CB corresponds to the conduction band bottom of Na+gl- or Li+gl- in this study. 

Assuming DVB = DCB and |tVB-CB’|2 = |tVB’-CB|2 in (43), G
CNL is consistent with the conventional 

charge neutrality level, CNL, expressed in Eq. (45), and this CNL is capable of demonstrating neither 

the effects of orbital hybridization nor those of the adsorption between Fc and Na+
(sf) and MnO2 and 

Li+(sf) [15-9,25]. 

CNL = E’VB  +  E’g D’VB /(D’VB + D’CB)  (45) 

In order to evaluate the effect of orbital hybridization, the magnitude of the second term on the 

right-hand side of Eq. (43) will be compared with Eq. (45) to evaluate the difference in electron 

energy levels at heterojunction interfaces with and without orbital hybridization. 

In this study, let Eq. (43), which is G
CNL, be transformed into Eq. (46) as follows: 

G
CNL = E’VB  +  E’g D’VB /(D’VB +  D’CB) (46) 

where   = (|tVB-CB’|2/|tVB’-CB|2)(DVB/DCB). 

In comparing Eq. (46) and Eq. (45), G
CNL < CNL corresponds to   > 1, and G

CNL > CNL corres-

ponds to   < 1. Therefore, the relationship between CNL and G
CNL can be confirmed by examining 

. Therefore, depending on whether  is greater than or less than 1, the difference in electron energy 

levels at heterojunction interfaces with and without orbital hybridization can be evaluated. 

At first, |tVB-CB’|2/|tVB’-CB|2 in  is examined. From the results shown in Figure 3, in the case of Na-

Fc, the electron transfer based on G
CNL is from the valence band of Fc to the conduction of Na+

(sf). 

In the case of Li-MnO2, Figure 4 shows that the electron transfer based on G
CNL is from the valence 

band of MnO2 to the conduction of Li+(sf). Therefore, orbital hybridization is strong between these 

bands, so that, for both Na-Fc and Li-MnO2, |tVB-CB’|2 ≫ |tVB’-CB|2, i.e., |tVB-CB’|2/|tVB’-CB|2  ≫ 1. 

Next, consider (DVB/DCB) in . In the following (DVB/DCB) calculations, the density of states was 

represented by the number of states of orbitals in the energy levels actually relating to these battery 

reactions [26]. In the case of Fc in Na-Fc, the density of states for the valence band, DVB, corresponds 

to the three orbitals 3dz2, 3dxy, and 3dx2-y2 of Fe(II) [13] located at the Fc center. The number of states 

in each orbital is 2, and thus the total is 2x3 = 6. On the other hand, the density of states for the 

conduction band, DCB, corresponds to the two orbitals 3dxz and 3dyz of Fe(II) [13], which is 2x2 = 4. 
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Therefore, in the case of Fc, taking account of these DVB = 6 and DCB = 4, (DVB/DCB)Fc > 1. Therefore, 

   >> 1 for the interface between Na+
(sf) and Fc, taking account of |tVB-CB’|2/|tVB’-CB| >> 1 and 

(DVB/DCB)Fc > 1.  

Therefore, in the case of Na-Fc, clearly  >>  1, and clearly G
CNL < CNL. The electron energy level 

at the heterojunction interface with orbital hybridization is obviously lower than without orbital 

hybridization. Therefore, this finding indicates that when Fc and Na+
(sf) are in contact in the positive 

active materials, the formation of adsorbed molecules FcNa+
(sf)(ad) and the associated intramole-

cular electron transfer due to orbital hybridization is more thermodynamically stable than when no 

orbital hybridization occurs. 

Under Na-Fc open circuit conditions, at the Fc and Na+
(sf) heterojunction interface, intramolecular 

electron transfer forms a positive dipole on the Fc side, lowering the electron energy level of the Fc 

side and pushing up that of the Na+
(sf) side relatively, resulting in equilibrium at G

CNL where the 

electron energy levels of both Fc and Na+
(sf) sides are balanced. This dipole state is retained under 

open circuit conditions. 

Once a discharge state appears, the dipole at this heterojunction interface once disappears due 

to the electrochemical reaction of the E step following the interfacial intramolecular electron 

transfer C step in the (CE)c part of the C[(CE)cC]n mechanism. That is, as described in the former 

sections, under Na-Fc discharge conditions, the Na+
(sf) side is consequently reduced to Na by Fc side, 

Fc itself is oxidized to the Fc+ intermediate, which is immediately reduced to Fc under the potential 

of the Na anode, and these reactions are repeated n times in the C[(CE)cC]n mechanism.  

In the case of Li-MnO2, two mechanisms were demonstrated as possibilities in the previous 

sections. One is the same C[(CE)cC]n mechanism as Na-Fc, and the other is the C[2(CE)cC]n 

mechanism. In respect of the term of |tVB-CB’|2/|tVB’-CB|2 in  in Eq. (46), |tVB-CB’|2/|tVB’-CB|2 >> 1 for 

both Na-Fc and Li-MnO2, as described above. Therefore, for Li-MnO2, the term of (DVB/DCB)MnO2 in  in 

Eq.(46) has to be examined in order to confirm whether   for Li-MnO2 is greater than or less than 1.  

At first, the C[(CE)cC]n mechanism for Li-MnO2 is examined, where Li+(sf) is adsorbed one-to-one 

against MnO2, i.e., the formation of adsorbed molecules MnO2Li+(sf)(ad). As shown in Figure 4, in this 

case, DVB corresponds to the 2p orbitals of 2O2- per one Li+(sf), so that the number of states of the 2p 

orbitals is 2(23) = 12. DCB corresponds to the 3d orbitals of Mn(IV), which is 25 = 10. Thus, 

(DVB/DCB)MnO2 > 1 for the C[(CE)cC]n mechanism. Therefore,  >> 1 for the heterojunction interface 

between Li+(sf) and MnO2 also results in G
CNL < CNL. In the C[(CE)cC]n mechanism, this result, 

G
CNL < CNL, indicates that when MnO2 and Li+(sf) are in contact with the positive active materials, 

the formation of adsorbed molecules MnO2Li+(sf)(ad) and the associated intramolecular electron 

transfer due to orbital hybridization is also more thermodynamically stable than when no orbital 

hybridization occurs. 

In the case of the C[2(CE)cC]n mechanism, the adsorption of two Li+
(sf) onto MnO2 occurs simul-

taneously, i.e., the formation of adsorbed molecules MnO2[2Li+(sf)(ad)]. In this case, DVB corresponds 

to the 2p orbitals of 2O2- for two Li+(sf), so that the number of states of the 2p orbitals per one Li+
(sf) 

is 1(23) = 6. On the other hand, DCB corresponds to the 3d orbitals of Mn(IV), which is ten, as in 

the case of the C[(CE)cC]n mechanism. Therefore, (DVB/DCB)MnO2 < 1 for the C[2(CE)cC]n mechanism. 

Taking account of |tVB-CB’|2/|tVB’-CB|2 >>1 and this (DVB/DCB)MnO2 < 1, it could be considered that  >1 

for the interface between 2Li+
(sf) and MnO2, which also results in G

CNL < CNL. Consequently, the 

relationship between G
CNL and CNL for Li-MnO2 is G

CNL < CNL for both C[(CE)cC]n and C[2(CE)cC]n 

mechanisms.  
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As examined above, in the C[(CE)cC]n mechanism, G
CNL < CNL is clear, but in the C[2(CE)cC]n 

mechanism, G
CNL < CNL is not as clear as that for the C[(CE)cC]n mechanism. However, even for the 

C[2(CE)cC]n mechanism, this finding, G
CNL < CNL, is reasonable to assume that when MnO2 and 

2Li+(sf) are in contact in the positive active materials, the formation of adsorbed molecules MnO2 

[2Li+(sf)(ad)] by orbital hybridization and the associated intramolecular electron transfer are 

thermodynamically stable than when no orbital hybridization occurs. 

As in the case of Na-Fc, under Li-MnO2 open circuit conditions, at the MnO2 and Li+(sf) 

heterojunction interface, intramolecular electron transfer forms a positive dipole on the MnO2 side, 

lowering the electron energy level of the MnO2 side and pushing up the energy level of the Li+(sf) side 

relatively, resulting in equilibrium at G
CNL where the electron energy levels of both MnO2 and Li+(sf) 

sides are balanced. This dipole state is retained under open circuit conditions.  

Once a discharge state appears, as in the case of Na-Fc, the dipole at this heterojunction interface 

once disappears due to the electrochemical reaction of the E step following the interfacial 

intramolecular electron transfer C step in the (CE)c part of the C[(CE)cC]n mechanism and the 2(CE)c 

part of the C[2(CE)cC]n mechanism. That is, as described in the former sections, under Li-MnO2 

discharge conditions, the Li+(sf) side is consequently reduced to Li by the MnO2 side, MnO2 itself is 

oxidized to the Mn(O2)+ intermediate, which is immediately reduced to MnO2 under the potential 

of the Li anode, and these reactions are repeated n times in the mechanisms. 

At the end of this section, we examine which mechanism, C[(CE)cC]n or C[2(CE)cC]n, is more 

thermodynamically favorable for Li-MnO2. As shown above, (DVB/DCB)MnO2 < 1 in the C[2(CE)cC]n 

mechanism. On the contrary, (DVB/DCB)MnO2 > 1 in the C[(CE)cC]n mechanism. The value of  

|tVB-CB’|2/|tVB’-CB|2 is common as |tVB-CB’|2/|tVB’-CB|2 >> 1 in both mechanisms. Therefore,  for 

C[(CE)cC]n is obviously bigger than that for C[2(CE)cC]n, which means that G
CNL for C[(CE)cC]n is 

lower than that for C[2(CE)cC]n from Eq. (46). Therefore, the C[(CE)cC]n mechanism for Li-MnO2 is 

considered to be more thermodynamically stable than the C[2(CE)cC]n mechanism.  

The C[2(CE)cC]n mechanism requires two Li+(sf) to form adsorption orbitals simultaneously, which 

seems to be less probable than the C[(CE)cC]n mechanism. This intuitive view is compatible with the 

results of the G
CNL analysis. Taking these findings into consideration, although G

CNL indicates that 

the C[2(CE)cC]n mechanism is still possible, the C[(CE)cC]n mechanism is considered to be dominant 

in the Li-MnO2 cathode reactions. 

Limitations of the alkali metal deposition cycle 

In mechanism-based stoichiometry, the maximum number of cycles of alkali metal deposition at 

the positive electrodes per mole of Fc and MnO2 is n = p for C[(CE)cC]n and n = p/2 for C[2(CE)cC]n, 

as described in the previous section. With regard to this p-value, this specific value per actual 

effective mole of Fc and MnO2 will be considered in this section.  

In order to do this, (MFc)eff and (MMnO2)eff are introduced, where (MFc)eff and (MMnO2)eff are the 

effective molalities (mol/kg) of Fc and MnO2 in the positive active materials, respectively. In general, 

the activity of a reactive species does not numerically match its concentration determined in the 

reagent preparation stage. Since the utilization coefficient is used as a parameter for active material 

utilization in practical batteries, in the same way, the utilization coefficient  is introduced here. In 

practice, Fc = (MFc)eff/(MFc)mes for Na-Fc, and MnO2 = (MMnO2)eff/(MMnO2)mes for Li-MnO2, where (MFc)mes 

and (MMnO2)mes are defined as the molalities of Fc and MnO2 determined at the preparation stage of 

the positive active materials, respectively. Taking account of Fc and MnO2, (MFc)eff = Fc(MFc)mes and 

(MMnO2)eff = MnO2 (MMnO2)mes. Therefore, to determine the actual maximum number of cycles of the 
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alkali metal deposition at the positive electrodes, not only the specific p-value but also Fc for (MFc)eff 

and MnO2 for (MMnO2)eff have to be determined.  

First, the procedure to determine the specific p-value is examined, assuming that both (MFc)eff and 

(MMnO2)eff are fixed at 1 mol/kg. That is, the specific p-value, i.e. the maximum number of cycles of 

alkali metal deposition, demonstrated in this section corresponds to the case for (MFc)eff = (MMnO2)eff  =  

= 1 mol/kg. The determination procedures of Fc for (MFc)eff and MnO2 for (MMnO2)eff will be examined 

in detail in the next section, and the maximum discharge capacity of Na-Fc and Li-MnO2 positive 

electrodes will be examined, taking account of the p-values corresponding to (MFc)eff = (MMnO2)eff  = 1 

mol/kg determined in this section. In the case of Li-MnO2, G
CNL studies indicate that the C[(CE)cC]n 

mechanism is more thermodynamically favorable than the C[2(CE)cC]n mechanism, and the discharge 

results are the same for both Li-MnO2 mechanisms. Therefore, in the following, the C[(CE)cC]n 

mechanism will be used to describe the reaction mechanism for Na-Fc and Li-MnO2. 

The number of Na+
(sf) and Li+(sf) available for adsorption onto Fc and MnO2 in the positive active 

materials, i.e. those in contact at x0 position in Figure 2, is the p-value itself appearing in the 

C[(CE)cC]n mechanism. As discussed in the previous section, the closest distance of Na+
(sf) and Li+(sf) 

to Fc and MnO2 was considered to be ca. 200pm. Therefore, it is necessary to examine the p-value 

at this x0 position. In this section, this p-value will be evaluated by steps 1-5 as follows:  

1. From the size of the unit crystal lattice of Fc and MnO2, consider a new size lattice with axes that 

are stretched by 200 pm each to the left, right, top, and bottom of each axis of each unit crystal 

lattice for a total of 400 pm larger for each axis.  

2. Find the total surface area of the new lattice size. Find how many times this total surface area 

corresponds to the area of the circle, taking into account of radii, r, of Na+
(sf) and Li+(sf), 

respectively, expressed as (total surface area)/r2, for Fc as (SFc/SNa+) and for MnO2 as (SMnO2/SLi+). 

3. Find the number of Fc and Mn involved in the unit crystal lattice and denote it as NFc and NMn, 

respectively.  

4. Introduce a factor of fS for the area factor, which is the fraction of the total surface area of this 

large new lattice that is actually occupied by Na+
(sf) and Li+(sf) because the surface of the new 

lattice of Fc and MnO2 will be in common contact with the glass solid electrolyte as well as carbon 

black.  

5. Introduce a factor fP relating to the porosity of the positive active materials, where  

fP = 1- (porosity of positive active materials)/100.  

From 1-5 above, the maximum p-value per effective molality of 1 mol/kg of Fc, (pFc)max, and that 

per effective molality of 1 mol/kg of MnO2, (pMnO2)max, are given by the following Eqs. (47) and (48), 

respectively. 

(pFc)max = fS fP (SFc/SNa+)/NFc (47) 

(pMnO2)max = fS fP (SMnO2/SLi+)/NMn (48) 

Figure 5 shows a schematic of Na+
(sf) around the Fc unit crystal lattice and Na deposited on 

discharge. The projected plane of the solid line is the bc plane of the unit crystal lattice of Fc. The Fc 

crystal is the monoclinic system, with crystal axes a = 1050, b = 763, c = 595 pm and axis angles 

 =  = 90° and  = 121°. The  angle corresponds to the angle between the a and c axes. The Fc 

number involved in the unit crystal lattice is NFc = 2. This data can be referred to elsewhere. The 

dashed line corresponds to the solid line extended 200 pm to the left and right of the b axis and 200 

pm above and below the c axis. Na+
(sf) and Na tangent to the dashed line are on the ab and ac planes. 

Other Na+
(sf) and Na are projected onto the bc plane.  
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Figure 5. An image of Fc monoclinic bc plane projection and Na+

(sf) and deposited Na. Circles and dark ones 
correspond to adsorbable Na+

(sf) and Na deposited in each discharge cycle. Circle radii reflect those of 186 Na 
and 99 Na+ in comparison with the Fc monoclinic system axes of b = 763 and c = 595 pm for the unit cell.  

x0 is 200 pm, which is the closest distance of Na+
(sf) to the unit cell 

In Figure 5, Na+
(sf) and Na total 10. Thus, in this case, the p-value in Eq. (1) is at most 10. Two of 

these are shown depositing as Na on discharge. The first cycle shows Na deposition corresponding 

to cycle number n = 1 and the second cycle to n = 2. Here, 8 Na+
(sf) are left, therefore when all of 

these are discharged, the number of cycles of Na deposition will reach a maximum at 10. 

Although there is no specific information on the amounts of Fc, MnO2, carbon black, Na+gl- 

powder, and Li+gl- powder in the preparation of the positive active materials [2], realistic estimates 

for fS and fP for the evaluation of (pFc)max are to be employed. Based on the above step 2, (SFc/SNa+) 

is directly calculated as [2(14501163)+2(1163x995)+2(11631450sin59°)]/992 = 277.6. The 

radius of Na+
(sf) is replaced with 99 pm of Na+. Radius data on Na+ can be referred to elsewhere. 

Assuming that fS for Na+
(sf) is 0.5 and fP is 0.5, (pFc)max is 0.50.5277.6/2 = 34.7 from Eq. (47) with 

NFc as 2. These values of fS = 0.5 and fP = 0.5 are considered realistic range values. Rounding down 

to the decimal point, (pFc)max = 34. Therefore, in the case of Na-Fc, under the above conditions, the 

maximum number of reaction cycles n corresponding to n moles of Na deposition in the C[(CE)cC]n 

mechanism is 34 per effective molality of 1 mol/kg of Fc.  

Figure 6 shows a projection schematic of Li+
(sf) around the -MnO2 unit crystal lattice and Li 

deposited by partial discharge reactions. The crystal structure of -MnO2 is the tetragonal system 

with crystal axes a = 440, b = 440, and c = 290 pm, the most compact and simplest of all MnO2 crystal 

structures. The number of MnO2 in the unit crystal lattice is NMn = 2. These data can be referred to 

elsewhere. The projection plane is the ab plane, and the shape of the solid line is similar to the ab 

plane of the unit crystal lattice of -MnO2. The dashed line corresponds to the solid line extended 

200 pm above and below the a-axis and 200 pm to the left and right of the b-axis. Li+(sf) and Li tangent 

to the dashed line are on the ac and bc planes. The other Li+
(sf) and Li are imaged as projected on the 

ab plane. In Figure 6, Li+(sf) and Li total 10.  

Therefore, in this case, the p-value in Eq. (1) is at most 10. Two of these are Li deposited in the 

discharge reaction. In Figure 6, cycle 1 shows Li deposition corresponding to cycle number n = 1 and 

cycle 2 to n = 2. Since 8 Li+(sf) are left, if these are all discharged, the number of Li deposition cycles 

will be a maximum at 10. 
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Figure 6. An image of -MnO2 tetragonal ab plane projection and Li+(sf) and deposited Li. Circles and dark 
ones correspond to adsorbable Li+(sf) and Li deposited in each discharge cycle. Circle radii reflect those of 

152 Li and 59 Li+ in comparison with the -MnO2 tetragonal system axes of a = 440 and b = 440 pm for the 
unit cell. x0 is 200 pm, which is the closest distance of Li+(sf) to the unit cell 

In examining (pMnO2)max using Eq. (48), as in the case of Na-Fc, estimates for fS and fP are used. 

Based on the above step 2, (SMnO2/SLi+) is directly calculated as [28402+4(840690)]/592 = 342. 

The radius of Li+(sf) is replaced with 59 pm of Li+. Radius data on Li+ can be referred to elsewhere. 

Assuming that fS for Li+(sf) is 0.5 and fP is 0.5, (pMnO2)max = 0.5x0.5x342/2 = 42.8 from Eq. (48) with NMn 

as 2. As described above, fS = 0.5 and fP = 0.5 are considered realistic range values. Therefore, in the 

case of Li-MnO2, under the above conditions, the maximum number of reaction cycles n 

corresponding to n moles of Li deposition in the C[(CE)cC]n mechanism is 42 per effective molality 

of 1 mol/kg of MnO2 when the decimal point of (pMnO2)max = 42.8 is rounded down to 42. 

In the above discussions, fS and fP are factors that obviously depend on the conditions for the 

preparation of the positive active materials. Therefore, (pFc)max and (pMnO2)max are sensitive to fS and 

fP. When a 0.1 increase in fS from 0.5 to 0.6 results in (pFc)max = 41.6 from 34.7 and (pMnO2)max = 51.3 

from 42.8, care should be taken in discussing the first digit of the above values of the factors. 

MnO2 has several types of crystal systems. In the systems, both -MnO2 and -MnO2 are used in 

batteries, and -MnO2 has long been known to have better battery properties [27]. It was not clear 

in the paper [2] which type of MnO2 was used, but -MnO2 [28] seems to have been employed. -

MnO2 contains two MnO2 in the unit crystal lattice and has the highest electrical conductivity of all 

MnO2 crystal systems due to the shortest Mn-Mn distance and small band gap [14].  -MnO2 is a 

large lattice size containing four MnO2, and its crystal structure is more complex than that of  

-MnO2. The unit crystal lattice size of -MnO2 is the smallest among the various MnO2 crystal 

systems, and the crystal lattice surface area of -MnO2 per Mn is smaller than that of -MnO2 per 

Mn [27], which (SMnO2/SLi+)/NMn is smaller for -MnO2 than for -MnO2. Therefore, the maximum 

number of cycles (pMnO2)max is smaller for -MnO2 than for -MnO2. 

Braga et al. use the expression “self-charging,”  [5,6,28], which in the C[(CE)cC]n mechanism 

would correspond to an increase in the p-value. An increase in the p-value leads to an increase in 

discharge capacity. As described in the C[(CE)cC]n mechanism, under charge-discharge cycle 

conditions, it is naturally considered that the p-value appearing in Eq. (1) changes from cycle to cycle 
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as the charge-discharge cycle progress. It is considered that an increase in the effective density of 

Na+
(sf) for Na-Fc and Li+(sf) for Li-MnO2 after charging corresponds to being capable of increasing the 

p-value.  

Discharge capacity  

In this section, the pragmatic maximum discharge capacity of Na-Fc and Li-MnO2 cathodes will 

be examined on the basis of (pFc)max in Eq. (47) and (pMnO2)max in Eq. (48). In order to do this, it is 

necessary to determine the utilization coefficients Fc and MnO2 to determine (MFc)eff and (MMnO2)eff, 

as described in the previous section. Taking account of FC MnO2 (pFc)max, and (pMnO2)max, the actual 

maximum discharge capacity of Na-Fc and Li-MnO2 cathodes are directly obtained from the 

following Eqs. (49) and (50), respectively.  

(Qmax)(Na-Fc) = (Fc)[(MFc)mes][(pFc)max]F (C) (49) 

(Qmax)(Li-MnO2) = (MnO2)[(MMnO2)mes][(pMnO2)max]F (C) (50) 

where (Qmax)(Na-Fc) and (Qmax)(Li-MnO2) represent the pragmatic maximum discharge capacity of Na-Fc and 

Li-MnO2 positive electrodes, respectively; (Fc)[(MFc)mes] = (MFc)eff and (MnO2)[(MMnO2)mes] = (MMnO2)eff. 

It is apparent that even though 1 mol/kg of Fc and MnO2 is prepared at the preparation stage of 

the positive active materials, 1 mol/kg of Fc and MnO2 is not dispersed as a single unit crystal lattice 

in the positive active materials, but they are present in a state of clusters. Therefore, the unit crystal 

lattice of Fc and MnO2 inside clusters cannot participate in the adsorption equilibrium reactions. 

Therefore, obviously, Fc < 1 and MnO2 < 1 as in the case of ordinary batteries. 

In order to estimate these practical values for Fc and MnO2, simple cubic and rectangular blocks 

were considered. That is, each of these blocks was assumed as a unit crystal lattice, and the outer 

surface area of a block formed in one piece by several blocks was compared to the sum of the surface 

areas of each unit block. In this case,  can be expressed as  = (outer surface area of block 

assembly)/(sum of surface areas of each individual unit block), which can be basically equivalent to 

(MFc)eff/(MFc)mes and (MMnO2)eff/(MMnO2)mes as defined in the previous section. 

The results showed that the rate of decrease in  with respect to the rate of increase in the 

number of unit blocks is the largest when these unit blocks are connected by the same number of 

unit blocks on the xyz axis and assembled into a shape similar to that of the unit block. On the other 

hand, if the blocks are connected in only one of the xyz axis, the rate of decrease in  is the smallest 

relative to the rate of increase in the number of unit blocks.  

In the former case,  can be simplified to  = 1/q for the homomorphism unified by q cubes or q 

rectangles where q is the number of cubic or rectangular unit blocks: e.g. for q = 2,  = 0.5; for q = 5, 

 = 0.2; for q = 10,  = 0.1. In the latter case, the relationship between  and the number of blocks 

is not simple:  = 0.83 for a sequence of 2,  = 0.73 for a sequence of 5, and  = 0.70 for a sequence 

of 10, with an asymptote around 0.67.  

In practice,  is considered to be present between these two extreme conditions. When  = 0.1 

from the former case and  = 0.73 from the latter case are taken into account, a pragmatic value of 

 is considered to be around in the middle of the range between  = 0.73 and 0.1, which seems to 

be around  = 0.4.  

When Fc = MnO2 = 0.4 and (MFc)mes = (MMnO2)mes  = 1 mol/kg, (Fc)(MFc)mes  = ( MnO2)(MMnO2)mes =  

= 0.4 mol/kg for (MFc)eff and (MMnO2)eff. In these cases, from Eqs. (49) and (50), the maximum 

discharge capacity of the Na-Fc positive electrode is (0.434)F = 13.6F (C), and that of the Li-MnO2 

positive electrode is (0.442)F = 16.8F (C). Under the above conditions, the discharge capacity of 
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the Na-Fc positive electrode is about 14F (C), which corresponds to 14 cycles of Na deposition cor-

responding to 14 moles of Na. In the case of Li-MnO2, the discharge capacity of the positive electrode 

is about 17F (C), which corresponds to 17 cycles of Li deposition corresponding to 17 moles of Li. 

In respect of the positive active materials for Na-Fc and Li-MnO2, in accordance with the 

C[(CE)cC]n and C[2(CE)cC]n mechanisms and Eqs. (47) to (50), both Fc and Na+gl- correspond to those 

for Na-Fc, and both MnO2 and Li+gl- correspond to those for Li-MnO2. As shown in Eqs. (49) and (50), 

(Qmax)(Na-Fc) and (Qmax)(Li-MnO2) are proportional to the amount of Fc and MnO2 in terms of 

(Fc)[(MFc)mes] and (MnO2)[(MMnO2)mes], respectively. That is, Fc and MnO2 obviously play the role of 

active materials. Fc and MnO2, on the other hand, act as catalysts, as indicated in the previous 

sections. Therefore, preparing the amount of Fc and MnO2 is considered equivalent to preparing the 

amount of catalyst.  

Na+gl- and Li+gl- affect (pFc)max in Eq. (47) and (pMnO2)max in Eq. (48), respectively, and each of (pFc)max 

and (pMnO2)max consists of mainly three parameters. On the other hand, with regard to Fc and MnO2, 

the relationships between (MFc)mes and (MFc)eff and (MMnO2)mes and (MMnO2)eff are simple as controlling 

parameters of the discharge capacity because these pairs of parameters are connected in terms of 

only one parameter of . Therefore, it is considered that Fc and MnO2 are simpler and more 

straightforward than Na+gl- and Li+gl- as controlling parameters for the positive electrode capacity. 

Taking account of these findings, it seems simple and appropriate to consider the capacity of the 

positive electrode represented by (MFc)mes and Fc for Na-Fc and (MMnO2)mes and MnO2 for MnO2.  

As with conventional batteries, if the capacity of Na and Li negative electrodes is sufficient above 

that of the positive active materials, the discharge capacity of Na-Fc and Li-MnO2 will be determined 

by each capacity of the positive electrodes, and vice versa. However, the capacity balance between 

the cathodes and anodes of Na-Fc and Li-MnO2 is considered very specific in this respect, as is the 

Braga-Goodenough Li-S [2,8]. In order to balance the discharge capacity between the anode and 

cathode, when Fc = MnO2 = 0.4 and (MFc)mes = (MMnO2)mes = 1 mol/kg, the capacity of the Na anode 

of Na-Fc is required to be at least 14 times higher than that of the cathode, and the capacity of the 

Li anode of Li-MnO2 is required to be at least 17 times higher than that of the cathode. That is, for 

Fc and MnO2 with an effective molality of 0.4 mol/kg, the Na anode capacity of Na-Fc and the Li 

anode capacity of Li-MnO2 need an effective molality equivalent to at least 14 and 17 times the 

capacity of the cathode, respectively. According to Braga et al. [2], the discharge capacity of Na-Fc 

and Li-MnO2 was controlled by the Na and Li anodes. Although this fact [2] is simply considered to 

be ascribed to a lack of the capacity of alkali metal anodes, taking account of the capacity balance 

between the anodes and cathodes of Na-Fc and Li-MnO2 in terms of the mechanisms as described 

in this paper, the battery capacity determination of Na-Fc and Li-MnO2 by the alkali metal anodes is 

considered to be plausible and comprehensible. 

Based on the above findings, Na-Fc and Li-MnO2, including Braga-Goodenough Li-S, appear to be 

absolutely different from the conventional concept of cathode capacity limits for alkali metal anodes. 

Optimization of the positive active materials of the Braga-Goodenough rechargeable batteries 

was not performed [2].  If it had been done, the performance of these batteries would have been 

much enhanced. Orthogonal array experiments are necessary to obtain the actual maximum 

capacity of the cathodes because multiple factors are involved with respect to active materials, as 

shown in Eqs. (47)-(50). Possible control factors other than Eqs. (47)-(50) in orthogonal array 

experiments may include the reagent manufacturer, the powder mesh number, the pressure on the 

active materials, and so on. 
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Conclusions 

Concerning the cathode deposition of alkali metals during discharge in Na-Fc and Li-MnO2, two 

new types of the C[(CE)cC]n and C[2(CE)cC]n mechanisms were proposed. These reaction mecha-

nisms were obtained by the results of complementary analyses between the chemical and electro-

chemical viewpoints and the solid-state physics and heterojunction physics, G
CNL, viewpoints on the 

solid/solid contact interfaces. G
CNL, the theory of generalized charge neutrality level, has provided 

critical decision criteria for examining these reaction mechanisms with regard to orbital hybridi-

zation and intramolecular electron transfer, which are directly related to the adsorption and alkali 

metal deposition in these mechanisms.  

The Na-Fc mechanism corresponds to a multi-step C[(CE)cC]n mechanism where C is the chemical 

reaction, E is the electrochemical reaction, c is the catalytic (CE) step, and n is the n-cycle of the 

[(CE)cC] step. The nth cycle corresponds to n moles of Na or Li deposition. In the case of Li-MnO2, 

two mechanisms were considered. One is the C[(CE)cC]n mechanism, which is the same as Na-Fc, 

and the other is the C[2(CE)cC]n mechanism, in which the (CE) of the catalytic reaction 2(CE)c is two 

consecutive steps. In the C[(CE)cC]n mechanism, Na+
(sf) and Li+(sf) form one-to-one adsorption onto 

Fc and MnO2, respectively. On the other hand, in the C[2(CE)cC]n mechanism of Li-MnO2, two Li+(sf) 

absorb simultaneously onto MnO2. Although the elementary reactions in the two mechanisms of Li-

MnO2 were different, the same results were obtained for the discharge capacity and deposited Li 

content. In the two mechanisms of Li-MnO2, G
CNL analysis indicated that the C[(CE)cC]n mechanism 

lowered the charge neutrality level more than the C[2(CE)cC]n mechanism, indicating that the 

C[(CE)cC]n mechanism is dominant and more thermodynamically stable than the C[2(CE)cC]n 

mechanism. In this regard, the C[(CE)cC]n mechanism is considered to be representative of these 

cathode reactions. 

In both mechanisms, the first C and the third C are the steps in the formation of adsorption 

equilibrium. In the second C step corresponding to the C in the (CE) part, Fc and MnO2 reduce Na+
(sf) 

and Li+(sf) to deposit Na and Li, respectively, which correspond to intramolecular charge transfer 

reactions within adsorbed molecules during discharge. Fc and MnO2 are themselves oxidized to Fc+ 

and Mn(O2)+ intermediates, respectively, which are immediately reduced to Fc and MnO2 under 

alkali metal anode potentials in the subsequent E step. Fc and MnO2 act as catalysts in these (CE)c 

and 2(CE)c steps because they are not consequently changed on discharge.  

In the case of Na-Fc, the orbital hybridization involving adsorption occurs between the 

conduction band orbital of Na+
(sf) and the valence band orbital of Fc. In the case of Li-MnO2, this 

orbital hybridization occurs between the conduction band orbital of Li+
(sf) and the valence band 

orbital of 2O2- in MnO2. The direction of intramolecular electron transfer is from the valence band 

orbital of Fc to the conduction band orbital of Na+
(sf) for Na-Fc and from the valence band orbital of 

2O2- in MnO2 to the conduction band orbital of Li+
(sf) for Li-MnO2.  

The maximum alkali metal deposition and maximum discharge capacity of Na-Fc and Li-MnO2 

cathodes were evaluated on the basis of these mechanisms and found to be essentially determined 

by the effective number of Na+
(sf) and Li+(sf) contacts that can hybridize orbitals with Fc and MnO2 

and the effective molality of Fc and MnO2 in the positive active materials. Algorithms for 

determining the effective contact numbers of Na+
(sf) and Li+(sf) and the effective molality of Fc and 

MnO2 were examined. To determine the effective contact numbers of Na+
(sf) and Li+(sf), it was 

necessary to determine the closest distance of these ions to the Fc and MnO2 unit crystal lattices 

and introduce parameters such as the area fraction of these ions in relation to the total surface area 

around the Fc and MnO2 unit crystal lattices at the closest distance being 200 pm. To determine the 
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effective molality of Fc and MnO2, it was necessary to introduce their utilization coefficients in the 

positive active materials.  

As a result employing realistic values of these parameters, when the effective molality of Fc and 

MnO2 was 0.4 mol/kg, the number of alkali metal deposition cycles of the cathodes in the C[(CE)cC]n 

mechanism was about 14 for Na-Fc and about 17 for Li-MnO2, and the deposition of alkali metals 

amounted to about 14 moles Na for Na-Fc and about 17 moles Li for Li-MnO2, and cathode discharge 

capacities corresponding to these were about 14F (C) for Na-Fc and about 17F (C) for Li-MnO2. In 

this respect, the anode capacities of Na and Li to balance these cathode capacities were more than 

14F (C) for the Na anode capacity of Na-Fc and more 17F (C) for the Li anode capacity of Li-MnO2. 

Therefore, for Fc and MnO2 with an effective molality of 0.4 mol/kg, the Na anode of Na-Fc and the 

Li anode of Li-MnO2 needed to have an effective molality equivalent to at least 14 and 17 times the 

capacity of the cathode, respectively. 

On the basis of these C[(CE)cC]n and C[2(CE)cC]n mechanisms, the self-charging phenomenon 

described by Braga et al. [5,6,28] was considered to be attributed to an increase in the effective 

number of Na+
(sf) and Li+(sf) contacts that can hybridize orbitals with Fc and MnO2 during charge-

discharge cycling. 
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Appendix 

Charge neutrality level in heterojunction 

The concept of charge neutrality level appeared more than half a century ago [29,30], but was 

only observed experimentally in 2000 [31,32]. The charge neutrality level can be regarded as the 

effective Ef on the semiconductor and insulator side relative to the Schottky barrier, and charge 

transfer takes place to match the Ef of the metal with the charge neutrality level of the semi-

conductor and insulator at the interface [17].  

The theory of generalized charge neutrality level, G
CNL, emerged around 2005 [15-19]. G

CNL in a 

heterojunction is characterized by the energy and density of states of the bands of the materials on 

both sides and by orbital hybridization at their contact interfaces [15-19]. On the other hand, the 

conventional CNL consists of the energy and density of states of the bands for a one-sided 

material [25]. CNL cannot handle orbital hybridization at the contact interface and the associated 

charge transfer. In recent years, problems such as tunneling leakage currents have arisen due to the 

increasing integration of electronic devices into nano-devices, and high-k insulators have attracted 

attention as a material for solving these problems. HfO2, a candidate for the high-k insulators, 

exhibited behavior that was difficult to resolve with conventional understanding of heterojunction 

interfaces, and this G
CNL succeeded in clarifying this Schottky barrier behavior [15-19]. G

CNL can be 

extended from the Schottky barrier in metals/insulators to the evaluation of semiconductor/insu-

lator and semiconductor/semiconductor band discontinuities [15-19]. 
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